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work not submitted for publication elsewhere. Any special feature relating to the paper such as it 
presentation in a seminar/conference must be clearly indicated at the bottom of the first page. 

 The first page should contain the abstract of the article, author or authors’ designation, name of 
the institution and full address. 

 All manuscripts should be typed in double space, only on one side of the paper, with a wide 
margin (maximum one inch) on either side. 

 All quotations must be carefully checked for accuracy and duly acknowledged. Quotations should 
be unaltered, except for emphasis, backeted insertions, etc. which must be indicated clearly. 
Block quotations must be given in indent to set them off form the text. 

 Footnotes should be listed consecutively in the text with subscript Arbic numerals. All footnotes 
typed serially in double space should be given separately at the end of the text. If there are 
bibliographical references and footnotes, references should follow the footnotes in a separate 
sheet. 
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 All the tables must be consecutively numbered and appropriately titled. Do not underline the title 
of tables. All notes to tables should be given at the bottom of the respective table. The position of 
tables should be clearly marked in the text at the appropriate place.  

 If mathematical equations/formulas are used, they should be typewritten or handwritten clearly. 
Use notations, exponents, etc. which are simple to reproduce. The full mathematical working 
necessary for justifying each step of the argument should accompany all the articles of a 
mathematical character. This is meant to assist the referees. These workings will not be 
published. 

 Diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. should be clearly drawn with all axes clearly positioned. As far as 
possible the width of diagrams should be 205 inches or its multiples. However, diagrams, graphs, 
charts, etc. in other sized are acceptable, if the above specification is hard to organise for the 
author (s).  
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